
international encounters on  
matters of sound and image
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the action of moving
some thing



Tutto �uesto Sentire is an artist  
collective started in 2014 by  
Olivia Salvadori, Sandro Mussida 
and Rebecca Salvadori.
  
T�S exists in the form of a series 
of site-specific annual encounters 
that investigate the nature of sound 
and its relationship with video, time 
perception, environment awareness 
and live-performance practices.
 
T�S may be experienced as perfor-
ming actions, staged multimedia 
productions, live media events, 
web-publishing content. 
 
T�S is made possible thanks  
to the generous support of Roberto 
Lombardi, who has funded  
the project since the first edition.

Olivia Salvadori 
is a classically-trained soprano,  
an operatic solo performer, and an ex-
perimental recording artist. Combining 
her deep, lyrical voice and electronic 
soundscape, her music creates an 
eclectic avant-garde union. Her powerful 
yet sublime voice contrasted with  
pensive, classically-influenced electronic 
accompaniment creates a charged,  
intimate ambiance with enigmatic un- 
dertones. Olivia’s collaborations include 
poet Nanni Balestrini, visual artist 
Shirazeh Houshiary, Grace Schwindt, 
post techno producer Mark Fell among 
others. Her album Dare Voce, made  
in collaboration with composer Sandro 
Mussida, was released by Sony Classical 
on January 2016. She lives and works 
between London and Milan.

Sandro Mussida 
is a London-based composer and  
cellist. His work questions the identity 
of musical languages and traditions.  
In particular, he investigates the inter- 
action between acoustic/classical  
and electric, electronic fields, writing  
for orchestra, chamber and solo  
instruments. His work is published and 
distributed by Sony Classical, Boomkat, 
Tapeworms, Blume Editions.  
Collaborations includes artists such as  
Mark Fell, Oren Ambarchi, Andre Vida.

Rebecca Salvadori 
is a London based multimedia artist.
Her video production, including music 
videos, live visuals, short document- 
aries and artists’ portraits, aims  
at subverting dominant technologies. 
Her work is now focused on the nature 
of digital images and their impact  
on reception. Most of her video works 
take the form of visual compositions 
based on chance discoveries. Through 
slowed down production processes, 
they attempt to break free from the 
mechanic approach often associated 
with contemporary digitally made 
audiovisuals. 

Roberto Lombardi 
is an independent investor in public  
and private companies, focusing  
on innovative enterprises, incubators,  
and start-ups. He’s personally active  
in the cultural sector, fostering selected 
initiatives in the Italian contemporary 
art, music, and media.



exercise 1 olivia salvadori  
 an invisible ode
 olivia salvadori — voice 
 coby sey — electronics
 Kid millions — drums & percussions
 capitol K — recordings

exercise 2 rebecca salvadori  
 the male body Will be next
 rebecca salvadori — video
 george finlay ramsay — performance

exercise 3 sandro mussida  
 musica per due pianoforti 
 e percussioni
 simone beneventi  — tibetan gongs, cowbells & metals
 ciro longobardi  — pianos

T�S 2017 the action of moving
 something from
 its place or position

exercises on displacement 



olivia salvadori — voice 
coby sey — electronics
Kid millions — drums 
capitol K — recording 

coby sey
is a lewisham, london born musician 
and nts radio dJ, who released his 
debut 5-track record on Young turks 
affiliated imprint Whities in 2017.
a long time collaborator of micachu and 
tirzah, sey is now forging his own path 
as a unique producer. sey’s sound spans 
the realm of live instrumentation, 
sample-based productions, classical, 
jazz and experimental music that 
pushes the boundaries of conventional 
genres. sey is part of the south east 
london music collective named curl who 
provide opportunities for musicians 
to improvise live in front of an audience.

Kid millions 
is a drummer, composer and writer  
who lives in �ueens, nY. he founded 
the bands oneida and man forever 
and has played with laurie anderson, 
spiritualized, boredoms, Yo la tengo, 
so percussion, Jim sauter and  
many others.

capitol K 
is a musician, producer, record label 
and recording studio manager. born  
in malta, raised in dubai and brunei. 
he’s an esteemed and vital part of 
the musical fabric of east london 
where he’s been working since 1998.  
his solo material as capitol K is rooted 
in dance music & draws on personal 
meta-anthropological narrative, usually 
composed/curated by mediation of 
field recordings, found instruments, 
analog, digital electronics and detailed 
studio production. his recent production 
work includes albums for flamingods, 
ibibio sound machine, rozi plain,  
the comet is coming & loose meat.

olivia salvadori  an invisible ode

there is always a margin of unknown  
that emerges within the quality of any 
sound, beyond the characteristics  
of its source. operatic voice, electronic  
and percussions investigate the relation- 
ship between physical sources, musical 
forms and pre-performative rituals.



rebecca salvadori  the male body  
  Will be next

the male body Will be next is a video  
installation investigating power relations 
and the female gaze, a subjective  
camera, feeling/seeing specific contexts 
of action. pleasure and discovery;  
intimacy and objectification; pride and 
machismo. the title quotes to the work  
of belgian artist peter de potter, author 
of ‘the vanity of certain flowers’.

rebecca salvadori — video
george finlay ramsay — performance

george finlay ramsay
is a scottish multi-disciplinary artist. 
he/it began career at the age of 3 
cloaked in an orange cape, he created 
religions around sticks, had past life 
regressions initiated by plastic cocktail 
stick holders & performed escapology 
tricks , studied mime in a paris boxing 
hall (ecole Jacques lecoq), eaten  
bloody pomelos & pulled his lungs out 
for chinese, turkish, russian, german, 
scottish, english, Welsh & other  
audiences & run around sticks on the 
sides of volcanoes for no-one. 

enacts trashy rituals with fake punk 
band business lunch. co-founded  
cut tongues & clout theatre.  
has brought work to venues such as  
battersea arts centre, summerhall, 
barbican, maschinenhaus essen,  
the grotowski institute, istanbul  
municipal theatre, beijing people’s  
art theatre & the meyerhold centre  
in moscow. is interested in humans  
as animals, creating ritual and  
unconscious states as a means for  
societal change, healing and awa- 
kening. this takes the form of actions, 
performances, recorded sound, gigs, 
photographs, collage, assemblage  
and film.

simone beneventi — tibetan gongs, 
cowbells & metals 
ciro longobardi — pianos

simone beneventi
is a classical percussionist; he plays  
as a solo and/or ensemble performer 
with international groups and orches- 
tras, such as Klangforum Wien, neue  
vocalsolisten, algoritmo, barcelona 
216, contempoart ensemble,  
repertorio Zero, sentieri selvaggi. 
having many piece commissioned,  
he works closely with several of the 
greatest living composers such as 
battistelli, billone, casale, dufourt, 
fedele, francesconi, furrer, goebbels, 
lachenmann, maxwell davies, nova, 
sani, sciarrino, verrando. in 2011  
he was awarded with repertorio Zero  
at the biennale di venezia with the 
‘silver lion’.

ciro longobardi
is a classical pianist. prize winner  
as best pianist at the international 
gaudeamus interpreters competition 
in rotterdam and at the 37th ferien- 
kurse für neue musik in darmstadt, 
longobardi works with some prominent 
figures on the international contempora- 
ry classical music scene, such as the duo 
markus stockhausen & tara bouman,  
michel godard, cristina Zavalloni, Jim 
pugliese, stefano scodanibbio, marc 
ribot alvin curran, adam rudolph. 
behind the mainstream, he gave first 
italian performances of works by  
iannis Xenakis, charles e. ives, galina  
ustvolskaja and gyorgy Kurtag, 
collaborating with composers such as 
giorgio battistelli, giacomo manzoni, 
salvatore sciarrino, ivan fedele  
(coup de coeur de radio france and 
the special prize of the critics for  
the best italian classical/instrumental 
production in 2011).

sandro mussida  musica per  
 due pianoforti  
 e percussioni 

ventiquattro toni per ottava sotto  
l’effetto di onde di diversa frequenza

0.03 hz       0.04 hz  0.08 hz  
0.09 hz       0.8 hz 1.5 hz



featured artists

nhu Xuan hua
is a french photographer from paris now 
based in london. she fulfils her thirst 
of creativity through photography and 
also mixed media. she plays with the 
set on the shoot and in post production, 
making her ideas into reality. as a sto-
ryteller, she likes her models to embody 
a real part and some time to catch 
them in a loss moment. for t�s 2017 
edition, nhu Xuan hua will be working 
on her own perception of the invisible, 
exploring the displacement of emotions 
based on dreams and memories.

gretchen andrew 
is a search engine artist and internet 
imperialist. her hoW tohoW to  
hoW to & #accordingtotheinternet 
projects look at the internet as a 
tenuous form of authority that can be 
used to understand, manipulate, and 
imperialize definitions. her search-
based practice is accompanied by a 
painting practice that is used as an 
image source for her related internal 
imperialism. she has completed projects 
or exhibitions with the new York 
metropolitan museum of art, the v&a 
museum, the photographer’s gallery, 
the british film institute, cambridge 
university, arebyte, the british arts 
council, the White building, ace hotel, 
the london film school, and Whitcher 
projects. she works in london with  
the artist billy childish. for t�s 2017, 
gretchen will be working on a project 
involving search engine internet results, 
net artworks, social media, emails,  
and t�s artists websites.

federico nitti 
works at the intersection between 
sound, image and lights. part hacker, 
part maverick, nitti fuses digital and 
analogue approaches, code and electro- 
nics, to explore the interactive relation 
between sound and image. his approach 
always embraces the beauty of the 
moment, to produce a synaesthetic 
universe of colour and motion. for t�s 
2017, nitti has developed individual  
site specific light installations.

simone guido izzi
is an italian born, berlin based sound 
artist, producer, dJ, and co-founder  
of the home made Zucchero record label. 
also known as meze, he is a low bass 
frequency passionate and works in 
between the field of experimental sound 
in the analogue and digital realm. he 
has released music on hidden hawaii, 
new York haunted and public system 
recordings. between 2015 and 2017  
he has collaborated with lsWr crew as  
a resident dJ and curator. already part 
of the t�s 2016 team, simone guido 
izzi has taken care of the production  
of t�s 2017.



elaine tam
is an independent curator based in  
london, working primarily with emer-
ging artists and initiatives on projects 
both locally and abroad. she uses 
curation as a live space for conceptual/
aesthetic experimentation and enquiry. 
her current research interests revolve 
around the status of the art object 
through a close reading of ooo, and its 
discursive relevance to the demateria- 
lization of art since the advent of digital 
technologies. for t�s 2017, tam will  
be writing a critical text. 

hanna bächer
is a musicologist, sound engineer and 
geographer based in london and  
germany. the direction of her research 
and interest in radio is shaped by 
working the foh desk in a venue for 
improvised and experimental music 
during her formative years: intrigued 
by the brutal beauty of the absolute 
non-repeatability of live performances, 
and the influence of buildings and  
technology’s randomness on sound. 
long time t�s contributor and colla- 
borator, bächer will be curating a radio 
journal of interviews and insights.

roberta Jessy frascarelli 
is an italian-brazilian anthropologist 
and journalist currently living in berlin. 
after her graduation at rome sapienza 
university she worked as a freelance 
journalist for several music magazines 
and as reporter and ghost writer. 
interested in sound, cinema, and the 
arts, her field of work is in contemporary 
cultural studies, outsider behaviors and 
liminal social movements. her research 
is based on the analysis of the study  
of the symbolic and the human emotions, 
analyzing the relationship between sub-
ject and object which re-define social 
impact on globalization, ethnocentrism, 
cruelty, and poverty. frascarelli has 
been writing about t�s on local and 
national media.

lac
is the collaboration between charlotte 
hauser and Julien savioz, two graphic 
designers from the shores of lake 
léman. as upright swiss citizens, they 
like rules, the pristine water of alpine 
torrents, and peaceful sundays. some-
times, they can get far too excited about 
nothing much. they want to turn what’s 
ordinary into something radical —  
and print it. With the guidance of olivia, 
sandro and rebecca, they designed 
the t�s visual identity, including the 
booklet you are now holding.

contributors

from its pl ace 
or p osition
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